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dr gary collins provides a path through the spiritual maze that
confronts readers today beginning with a look at modern
approaches to spirituality including the new age and the many
new spiritualities it has spawned collins guides readers away
from society s spiritual overload to a special intimacy with god
along the way he answers questions such as how do people play
games with the spiritual and what keeps the spiritual journey
alive full of vision hope and inspiration this profound and
passionate manifesto provides a fascinating overview of the
incredibly rich and diverse spiritual landscapes of the world
feeding a deep longing for a life of wholeness and meaning and
a society of greater peace and justice drawing from a wide
variety of faiths and secular traditions this book looks at cultural
diversity and religious pluralism clarifies the meaning of
spirituality in different languages faiths and societies and shows
how numerous new approaches to spirituality have emerged
also explored are the spiritual dimensio thousands of self help
books and transformational training programs have been created
to help you find fulfillment live a better life and become
prosperous the unique promise of the soulsearch is to integrate
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the common threads of new thought philosophies and ancient
wisdom traditions so that you can apply those spiritual principles
to your everyday life the soulsearch is full of stories that reveal
both the journey and the results that come from using a practical
tool guided by a spiritual philosophy there is a step by step
process you can follow as well as a simple concept that once
learned will change your life forever the stories are funny
inspirational dramatic and rich with learning they are the real
life experiences of humans doing their best in a world that offers
both challenges and opportunities to give and receive love in its
many forms after a life threatening injury in 1969 rendered her
severely brain injured jessica elizabeth taylor lost most of her
memory and struggled for many years to learn everything over
again while rebuilding her life she gained a glimpse into the
metaphysical world discovering that all humans have a soul
purpose and that everything on earth is connected as a result
she started to think for herself including about religion and she
began her spiritual journey to discover her true self and her
purpose the author shares her personal experiences and many
findings that came to light as she explored the science of the
supernatural more commonly known as theology about a
variety of topics including ancient texts and hidden jewels of
gospels and other christian teachings including much about the
life of jesus such as his years between age thirteen and thirty
and reincarnation which are left out of commonly used western
bibles as well as near death experiences spiritual visitations and
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messages from the beyond the akashic records the practice of
theurgy and more a spiritual awakening in search of hidden
jewels encourages readers to grow in their spiritual awareness
rebuilding their world to find true happiness and peace in this
spiritual self help memoir a former roman catholic monk
recounts his journey away from religion toward his own
personal spirituality after spending eight years in a monastery
joseph dispenza walked away from his life as a monk and the
religion of his youth in search of a different kind of spiritual
path outside the confines of organized religion dispenza was able
to create a spiritual life that gives direction and meaning to all
he does and all he is god on your own is a book for anyone who
has left or is thinking of leaving organized religion but wants to
continue on a spiritual path dispenza a noted author and retreat
leader provides a spiritual road map for those who want to make
the transition from conventional religion toward a richer and
more satisfying direct relationship with the source without
rules dogmas or doctrines throughout the book dispenza offers
wise compassionate guidance speaking as one seeker to another
he has made this journey himself gleaning spiritual truth from
across traditions and practices have you ever wondered if there
might be something more to life when siobhan curham decided
to write a book about happiness there was only one small
problem which became a massive problem as soon as she sat
down to write she wasn t truly happy not wanting to be a fraud
siobhan set out to discover the secret to true and lasting
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happiness her quest took her on an unexpected path deep into
the heart of the world s spiritual traditions something more is a
funny and moving account of siobhan s journey as she found
religion and promptly lost it again then went on to develop her
own spiritual pick and mix of practises from buddhist chanting
irish yoga jewish philosophy and reiki healing to connecting
with her inner goddess and finding her shamanic spirit animal
who it turns out was a large black talking horse full of brutally
honest anecdotes and age old wisdom something more is for
anyone who has ever thought about exploring their spiritual
side and those who might feel disillusioned by organised
religion but still crave that elusive something more after all
who wouldn t want to find inner peace and everlasting
happiness this is the book to put into the hands of seekers with
disarming candor and no churchspeak white explores the basics
of the christian faith meditation has been used for centuries to
expand awareness and gain spiritual insight by tapping into the
universal consciousness learn how to find happiness and find
meaning in your life and understand who you really are you
don t have to be a guru to experience a spiritual awakening this
is a practical guide to help you unlock your potential discover
how magical life is and open your eyes to a reality that will
change the way you think and feel forever from grammy
winning musical icon and legendary bassist victor l wooten
comes an inspiring parable of music life and the difference
between playing all the right notes and feeling them the music
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lesson is the story of a struggling young musician who wanted
music to be his life and who wanted his life to be great then
from nowhere it seemed a teacher arrived part musical genius
part philosopher part eccentric wise man the teacher would
guide the young musician on a spiritual journey and teach him
that the gifts we get from music mirror those from life and
every movement phrase and chord has its own meaning all you
have to do is find the song inside the best book on music and its
connection to the mystic laws of life that i ve ever read i
learned so much on every level multiple grammy award
winning saxophonist michael brecker the author of being one
presents a persuasive argument for stopping the perennial
search for enlightenment in this unique guide to finding inner
peace new age journal steve harrison spent decades seeking out
every mystic seer and magician he could find throughout the
world he studied the worlds philosophies and religions and
dedicated himself to various forms of austerity isolation and
meditation before coming to a truly profound conclusion it was
all useless in doing nothing steve encourages spiritual seekers to
find the truths of life through the simple act of stopping the
search as he puts it nothing is a surprisingly active place but it is
here that we discover who and what we are an unforgettable
novel of a daring youth and his struggle for spiritual
enlightenment the story spins around a man s struggle and
inner conflict between his love and his quest for wisdom in the
novel dev a young man leaves his family and profession being
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faced by a bitter identity crisis restless and agitated he moves on
toward an unknown future along the way his destiny brings
him close to the royal family in a himalayan state he meets the
princess and she falls in love with him dev s inner turmoil
worsens as he becomes torn between his love and his quest his
life takes a queer turn as he meets the sage ramanam and his
struggle and thrilling inner journey in the quest for true
meaning of life begins finally love and wisdom meets each other
to enrich his experience and his life becomes a saga of glorious
fulfillment lush evocative and deeply humane the story of dev
is an eternal testament to the transformative power of love and
the importance of listening to the call of the heart dazzling in its
powerful simplicity and inspiring wisdom the search takes
readers to the roots of human behavior to love and pathos
innocence and prudence kindness and piety despondency and
triumph if when a patient enters therapy there is an
underlying yearning to discover a deeper sense of meaning or
purpose how might a therapist rise to such a challenge as both
carl jung and wilfred bion observed the patient may be seeking
something that has a spiritual as well as psychotherapeutic
dimension presented in two parts the search for meaning in
psychotherapy is a profound inquiry into the contemplative
mystical and apophatic dimensions of psychoanalysis what are
some of the qualities that may inspire processes of growth
healing and transformation in a patient part one the listening
cure psychotherapy as spiritual practice considers the confluence
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between psychotherapy spirituality mysticism meditation and
contemplation the book explores qualities such as presence
awareness attention mindfulness calm abiding reverie patience
compassion insight and wisdom as well as showing how they
may be enhanced by meditative and spiritual practice part two a
ray of divine darkness psychotherapy and the apophatic way
explores the relevance of apophatic mysticism to psychoanalysis
particularly showing its inspiration through the work of wilfred
bion paradoxically using language to unsay itself the apophatic
points towards absolute reality as ineffable and unnameable so
too bion observed psychoanalysis requires the ability to dwell in
mystery awaiting intimations of ultimate truth o which cannot
be known only realised pickering reflects on the works of key
apophatic mystics including dionysius meister eckhart and st
john of the cross buddhist teachings on meditation Śūnyatā and
dzogchen and lévinas ethics of alterity the search for meaning in
psychotherapy will be of great interest to both trainees and
accomplished practitioners in psychoanalysis analytical
psychology psychotherapy and counselling as well as scholars of
religious studies those in religious orders spiritual directors
priests and meditation teachers for some of us there is a built in
born with affliction to seek and find the answers to our
existence it is not by choice it is a gnawing a knowing a sacred
sickness it is a feeling so deep that it vibrates in the cells and
boils in the blood it is an intensity so unrelenting in its drive so
constant determined unwavering and focused that even sleep is
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not safe from its scrutiny and when it is hidden it is simply
waiting for the next attack upon its prey of falsehood the story
begins with christopher staring at a shotgun considering ending
his life at 18 he has a born again experience and becomes a
missionary in haiti after escaping a christian cult he leaves
christianity and travels through the landscape of spirituality for
25 years enchanted by the song stairway to heaven he follows
the inner muse into a mysterious realm that transforms his life
he chronicles a powerful human metamorphosis kundalini over
five weeks and details how the body purges itself of psycho
emotional complexes and unleashes its spiraling power inside
this is a rare peak into the kundalini experience this experience
changes his name to zzenn leading him to discover his lost chord
a style of music he calls zzennsong this is a tale of riveting
intensity and synchronicity sprinkled with keys of insight
through the life of a modern seeker and mystic it is a harrowing
narrative for any story lover spiritual seeker musical artist or
survivor of childhood trauma this is a book about the utterly
obvious it s about the spiritual search and the frustrations
surrounding it it s about those ultimate goals we set ourselves
enlightenment awakening liberation and how those goals can
never actually be reached because and here s the great
discovery the person who seeks them has no more reality than a
presently arising belief that is to say you are just a thought
happening now a sequel to the bestselling life without a centre
awakening from the dream of separation this book is packed
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with clear and vibrant expressions of nonduality time and time
again the text gently points back to the futility of both the
spiritual search and the search to end the search another game
the mind loves to play with great humour compassion and
clarity the book will draw you into a direct confrontation with
your own absence an absence which paradoxically is also a
perfect presence this may be the last book a spiritual seeker will
ever need what is life when seeking ends just what is nothing
more or less an ordinary person doing ordinary things not
wishing to be more or less content to simply be herself dorothy
hunt only this do you ever feel as if your spiritual search is
getting you nowhere that despite sincere intention and effort
you re reaping frustration instead of fruit in ending the search
dorothy hunt unravels a dilemma that has vexed countless
people on a spiritual path you may have tried all manner of
practices meditation guru shopping chanting prayer and still
you have not attained your heart s desire she writes this book is
about the ego s spiritual ambition its search for its idea of
enlightenment its struggles and its eventual fate as seeker
becomes the sought ending the search explores the deep
spiritual impulse to awaken and the ways a future focused mind
co opts or veils what is timelessly free loving and ever present
dorothy invites us to follow our longing for truth love or
enlightenment back to their source the heart that is beckoning
us beyond separation while describing and honoring different
practices and paths taken in one s search for truth she
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emphasizes the practice of self inquiry as taught by ramana
maharshi we are invited to search not for an idea of something
out there but for the true identity of the seeker the unnamable
mystery that is compassionately aware existing right now in
each of us the book also looks at the processes of embodiment and
surrender the need for ruthless honesty without self judgment
and in its concluding section shares a vision of life lived
authentically the spiritual search is a call to remember who or
what you essentially are explains dorothy hunt what ends the
search is actually present from the very beginning beckoning
you to come home in truth you are what you seek yet you
must make the discovery for yourself this is your invitation
with ending the search highlights the nature of spiritual
ambition when practice becomes problematic how the thinking
mind separates us from the moment silence and stillness our
greatest teachers ego and the trance of separation the human
heart as a doorway to the infinite the freedom of presence the
price of realization gurus spiritual teachers and charlatans
undoing core egoic beliefs resting the mind in the heart of
awareness being on a spiritual journey can be confusing and
overwhelming in a friendly and engaging way the authors
offer a clear explanation of important guiding principles and
exercises that help put the reader on her path to inner peace
claudia a 40ish mother of two is complaining of feeling tired and
often angry for no apparent reason with the direction of her
yoga teacher claudia finds herself talking to a spiritual
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psychotherapist during her sessions claudia is given guidance
and suggestions that offer her a new way of looking at her
world together kathryn the therapist and claudia discuss the
difference between fear and faith what it means to be a victim
core values non judgment understanding her shadow accepting
what is synchronicity life s purpose letting go forgiveness
compassion and gratitude and more each chapter ends with
exercises that will engage you in a more thoughtful and
practical experience of the topic being discussed women mental
health professionals coaches spiritual directors and companions
will find this book helpful for integrating spirituality into their
personal and professional practices most of us are lost in the
material world and only turn to spirituality when suffering
comes our way we don t realize that a spiritual life can liberate
us from all misery and suffering some people do take the road
less traveled the spiritual path and go on a quest to realize the
truth but is it even possible to live a spiritual life in this material
world surrounded by worldly pleasures of course it is
spirituality is not really about renunciation but realization this
book shows the way to that inner voyage of eternal happiness a
profound spiritual exploration into the life and work of the
beloved poet kahlil gibran a much needed guide for our times
reza aslan author of zealot the life and times of jesus of nazareth
in search of a prophet is a fascinating journey through the
spiritual life of kahlil gibran the great lebanese american poet
and author of the prophet a book originally published in 1923
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that has sold over 10 million copies and been translated into
dozens of languages capturing our imaginations and enriching
our spirits paul gordon chandler explores this beloved writer
and artist a celebrated mystic who sought to build bridges and
tear down walls and who remains a cultural icon among all
people of goodwill this is not a traditional biography but a
compelling spiritual journey through gibran s writings art and
the places he lived from gibran s birthplace village high in the
snowy mountains of lebanon chandler leads us through his
immigration to boston art training in paris and career in new
york and to the far reaching places of influence his writings and
art have traveled alerting readers to gibran s continuing
relevance for today this paperback edition commemorating the
100th anniversary of the publication of the prophet includes a
foreword by bishop michael b curry presiding bishop of the
episcopal church as well as a new preface by the author the
spiritual journey of a very ordinary man the search for my
spiritual essence is author jim russ s conversation with other
everyday people who aren t experts in religion or spirituality
but who strive to better understand the existence of god the soul
free will and the mind is there proof of any of these things or
must we take that leap of faith and embark on a journey guided
by experts jim leads readers on a spiritual journey of exploration
into the world s religions philosophies and science to gain
perspective on and ultimately personal comfort with real
answers excerpt from a spiritual tour of the world in search of
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the line of life s evolution this book comes into the world in a
manner somewhat resembling that of all children it felt
attracted and here it is anxious to be recognized and welcomed
by all whose sympathies it can excite about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and
classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a
reproduction of an important historical work forgotten books
uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work
preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections
present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the
original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in
our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are
intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
this is a book about spiritual development your spiritual
development actually it is about empowering you so that you
can take charge of your own spiritual development so as to have
a meaningful and deeply rewarding spiritual life you don t need
to join any organisation or even leave your own home in order
to achieve your full spiritual destiny surprising as it might seem
this unique book sets out how you can achieve self realisation
enlightenment in as little as one to two years this is something
that normally takes many decades or whole lifetimes to achieve
using traditional methods how is it done by learning a simple
easily mastered method of contacting and mentally talking with
in a two way mode any high level spiritual being you want to
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it s called channelling but there is no spirit taking over your
body or funny stuff like that so you get spiritual guidance
tailored to your own individual needs from whomever you like
as often as you like on a 24 7 basis and entirely at no cost to you
you can see why it is called the direct path to self realisation and
beyond what does the direct path require of you just a strong
desire to achieve your full spiritual potential as a human being
the book is written in a warm personal style so it is accessible to
everyone and usable by anyone the way forward is all laid out
for you the only question is are you up for the challenge the
search for a divinely guided life is a first person true account of
one individual s quest for the divine through time and memory
across many cultures and traditions through dark nights gentle
graces and unimaginable miracles and wonders ultimately
leading to the discovery of the one path within the many and
the heart of divine wisdom and guidance itself kim chernin s
mother was a leftist firebrand an american marxist at mid
century when it was dangerous to be one her father a quiet
man was no less radical why then decades later does their
daughter a liberal california psychoanalyst and writer find
herself drawn toward a spirituality that would have shocked
her parents through three personal stories chernin tackles the
questions that pull at all of us how to make sense in a world
whose order isn t always apparent and how to find balance
between the mind and the spirit kim chernin writes with
immediacy and intimacy city life london the riddle in the
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mirror is a personal account of a healing journey through
experiencing the conflicting apartheid era in south africa during
the authors childhood the difficulties she experienced
challenged a deeper insight into spiritual awareness that
supported her path in search for healing this story is everyones
story as we all experience difficulties that challenge us to evolve
the riddle in the mirror is an essential map on our healing
journey it shifts our focus from struggling with repetitive
behaviour patterns that keep wounds alive in us and our
children towards psychological and spiritual growth instead it
connects the processes of healing to archetypal principles that
illustrate how our personal healing contributes to the healing of
humanity we identify our life challenges as healing
opportunities by looking at life as a mirror that reflects a
spiritual truth recognizable beneath our socially conditioned
secular interpretations and assumptions of experiences we
recognize how our personal story relates to our cultural and
ancestral stories as a metaphor for collective healing of the whole
world through our personal participation by waking up to our
own spiritual consciousness over one hundred years ago in russia
g i gurdjieff introduced a spiritual teaching of conscious
evolution a way of gnosis or knowledge of being passed on from
remote antiquity gurdjieff s early talks in europe were
published in the form of chronological fragments preserved by
his close followers p d ouspensky and jeanne de salzmann now
these teachings are presented as a comprehensive whole
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covering a variety of subjects including states of consciousness
methods of self study spiritual work in groups laws of the
cosmos and the universal symbol known as the enneagram
gurdjieff respected traditional religious practices which he
regarded as falling into three general categories or ways the
way of the fakir related to mastery of the physical body the way
of the monk based on faith and feeling and the way of the yogi
which focuses on development of the mind he presented his
teaching as a fourth way that integrates these three aspects into
a single path of self knowledge the principles are laid out as a
way of knowing and experiencing an awakened level of being
that must be verified for oneself an acclaimed expert in christian
mysticism travels to monasteries high in the troodos mountains
of cyprus and offers a fascinating look at the greek orthodox
approach to spirituality that will appeal to modern seekers in an
engaging combination of dialogues reflections conversations
history and travel information kyriacos c markides continues the
exploration of a spiritual tradition and practice he began in
riding with the lion his earlier book took readers to the isolated
peninsula of mount athos in northern greece and into a group of
ancient monasteries there in what might be called a christian
tibet two thousand monks and hermits practice the spiritual arts
to attain oneness with god in his new book markides follows
father maximos one of mount athos s monks to the troubled
island of cyprus as father maximos establishes churches convents
and monasteries in this deeply divided land markides is
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awakened anew to the magnificent spirituality of the greek
orthodox church images of the land and the people of cyprus
and details of its tragic history enrich the mountain of silence
like the writings of the great mystics the book brilliantly evokes
the confluence of an inner and outer journey the depth and
richness of its spiritual message echo the thoughts and writings
of saint francis of assisi and other great saints of the western
church as well the result is a remarkable work a moving
profoundly human examination of the role and the power of
spirituality in a complex and confusing world have you ever
wondered about the meaning of life have you questioned where
you came from why your life has unfolded as it has and what
will happen after you die these questions began to interest me
as a teenager after immigrating to tasmania from communist
czechoslovakia with my family join me on my journey from
czechoslovakia to australia into a new life of extraordinary self
discovery read about my turbulent first saturn return following
my father s unexpected passing and how i became involved in
an attempted murder case that completely turned my life
around accompany me in learning about god our spiritual origins
the creation of souls life blueprints and other realms learn about
spiritual laws such as karma and forgiveness discover how the
cause of most illness starts at non physical levels and learn about
alternative methods of healing explore ways to reconnect with
your own spiritual guidance to help you navigate your soul s
journey whether you are just beginning or have progressed far
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on your soul s journey this book has stories and resources to help
you navigate the way forward this book is a thought provoking
analysis for all of the spiritual seekers looking for answers it s for
those who are open to all the possibilities of what could be it s
about the mysteries and wonders of why we are here the
author s studies and research into spirituality and religion have
led him to find common ground between them the premise of
this book is based on his interpretation and understanding of the
three main aspects of spirituality the body the soul and the link
which connects them part one the body explains the basic
understanding of how the physical body works in conjunction
with thoughts emotions and the decision making process he
believes the first steps to a healthy and balanced lifestyle is to
listen to your intuition stop and take a breath before reacting
and understanding the life force and how it can be utilized in
your daily life part two the soul how understanding the
different aspect of your soul which includes your inner self is
the foundation for your spiritual path this will develop a
spiritual awareness which in turn will give you the tools and
opportunities to make decisions in your life with purpose part
three the link by understanding and utilizing the many ways
your body and soul communicate is the core to spiritual growth
listening to your intuition being self aware living in the present
moment and making conscious choices with loving intent is the
path to health and balance throughout these chapters the author
provides simple techniques and exercises that can be used in
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your daily life to help you connect and keep you on your
spiritual quest the author will be donating 50 of his royalties to
various charities that are in need is there life after death does
god exist how do you explain miracles in a career spanning fifty
years and thousands of stories legendary australian journalist
mike willesee dared to pose the big questions as part of his
ongoing quest for meaning born into the catholic faith with
early ambitions to be a priest he tried to escape his spiritual
destiny by pursuing a path as an investigative journalist but fate
kept catching up as a sceptic s search for meaning reveals he had
a premonition his plane was going to crash moments before it
did he found himself the neighbour of one of australia s most
passionate investigators of mystical phenomena who convinced
mike to join him on his quest among many such adventures
mike flew to bolivia to interview katya rivas dubbed god s
secretary he watched as the barely literate woman who claimed
never to have read the bible wrote page after page of perfect
theology in multiple languages he also sat by her bed as blood
started to ooze from her brow her hands and her feet the telltale
signs of stigmata written in his final year as mike fought a losing
battle with cancer a sceptic s search for meaning is a moving and
intriguing tale of one man s attempt to make sense of the
profound mysteries of faith in this meditative spiritual memoir
judith valente celebrated pbs religion journalist and celebrated
poet invites readers along on her transformative pilgrimages to
mount st scholastica monastery in atchison kansas the
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benedictine sisters who invited valente presented her with a
view of monastic life and wisdom that brought spiritual healing
to her fast paced life and promises to do the same for her readers
the first time judith valente arrived at mount st scholastica
monastery she came prepared to teach a course on poetry and
the soul instead she found herself the student taking lessons
from the benedictine sisters in the healing nature of silence how
to cultivate habits of mindful living and the freeing reality that
conversion is a lifelong process with the heart of a poet and the
eye of a journalist she tells how her many visits and interviews
with the benedictine sisters forced her to confront aspects of her
own life that needed healing a journey that will invite readers
to healing of their own a beautiful and heartfelt work that
crosses the cloister walk with tuesdays with morrie atchison
blue will resonate with readers of thomas merton henri nouwen
mary gordon and anne lamott this book is a beautiful expression
of oneness and the end of the spiritual search medicine in search
of meaning is a wonderful self reflective book that will help
physicians rekindle their passion for medicine and the patients
they serve during these times of tumultuous change in the
delivery of health care bill has brought the business of this book
addresses the future of new thought metaphysics and
spirituality as a way of life and as an organized group how will
new thought survive will metaphysics continue to be a
mainstream path to spiritual living health and enlightenment
this book focuses on the issues around new thought mental
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science divine science religious science along with unity
stoicism and transcendentalist thought will it grow or die will it
continue to be the most important facets of organized religion
and spiritual groups will the social justice destroy all churches all
of these issue are address in a spiritual and loving way the
author goes to great lengths to show that new thought
metaphysics is fundamentally focused on sustainability
wholeness health and productivity of the individual and family
in an esoteric way and all other external issues are secondary to
the wholeness and health of an individual and family and group
this book contains the secrets to having a full and rich life of love
health happiness and peace of mind which are the
underpinnings of the success of spiritual teachings over the last
few hundred years my name is betty steinhauer i have no
address i own very little besides what i carry with me as i roam
the streets just stuff bundled in 9 10 suitcases parked with
friends across the world for me being homeless is part of a
bigger plan after being hit by a car several years ago not long
after retiring i had an epiphany i realised that i had been on my
own spiritual journey since my first visit to india in 1990 since
then i have travelled to 155 countries sometimes as a tourist
sometimes on business sometimes for my charity i have made
friends all over the world but i still had unanswered questions
so i decided to sell everything pack up my life and travel the
world with a difference this time i would journey not as a
tourist but as a traveller wanting to learn from every wise
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person who crossed my path and every challenging situation i
found myself in i would document my learning from the
people i interviewed across the world and so was born my new
book in search of spiritual intelligence



From East to West

1989

dr gary collins provides a path through the spiritual maze that
confronts readers today beginning with a look at modern
approaches to spirituality including the new age and the many
new spiritualities it has spawned collins guides readers away
from society s spiritual overload to a special intimacy with god
along the way he answers questions such as how do people play
games with the spiritual and what keeps the spiritual journey
alive

The Soul Search

1998-04-05

full of vision hope and inspiration this profound and passionate
manifesto provides a fascinating overview of the incredibly rich
and diverse spiritual landscapes of the world feeding a deep
longing for a life of wholeness and meaning and a society of
greater peace and justice drawing from a wide variety of faiths
and secular traditions this book looks at cultural diversity and
religious pluralism clarifies the meaning of spirituality in
different languages faiths and societies and shows how
numerous new approaches to spirituality have emerged also
explored are the spiritual dimensio



The Search for Spirituality

2011-02

thousands of self help books and transformational training
programs have been created to help you find fulfillment live a
better life and become prosperous the unique promise of the
soulsearch is to integrate the common threads of new thought
philosophies and ancient wisdom traditions so that you can apply
those spiritual principles to your everyday life the soulsearch is
full of stories that reveal both the journey and the results that
come from using a practical tool guided by a spiritual philosophy
there is a step by step process you can follow as well as a simple
concept that once learned will change your life forever the
stories are funny inspirational dramatic and rich with learning
they are the real life experiences of humans doing their best in
a world that offers both challenges and opportunities to give and
receive love in its many forms

The Soul Search

2016-10-27

after a life threatening injury in 1969 rendered her severely
brain injured jessica elizabeth taylor lost most of her memory
and struggled for many years to learn everything over again
while rebuilding her life she gained a glimpse into the



metaphysical world discovering that all humans have a soul
purpose and that everything on earth is connected as a result
she started to think for herself including about religion and she
began her spiritual journey to discover her true self and her
purpose the author shares her personal experiences and many
findings that came to light as she explored the science of the
supernatural more commonly known as theology about a
variety of topics including ancient texts and hidden jewels of
gospels and other christian teachings including much about the
life of jesus such as his years between age thirteen and thirty
and reincarnation which are left out of commonly used western
bibles as well as near death experiences spiritual visitations and
messages from the beyond the akashic records the practice of
theurgy and more a spiritual awakening in search of hidden
jewels encourages readers to grow in their spiritual awareness
rebuilding their world to find true happiness and peace

A Spiritual Awakening

2024-03-11

in this spiritual self help memoir a former roman catholic monk
recounts his journey away from religion toward his own
personal spirituality after spending eight years in a monastery
joseph dispenza walked away from his life as a monk and the
religion of his youth in search of a different kind of spiritual
path outside the confines of organized religion dispenza was able



to create a spiritual life that gives direction and meaning to all
he does and all he is god on your own is a book for anyone who
has left or is thinking of leaving organized religion but wants to
continue on a spiritual path dispenza a noted author and retreat
leader provides a spiritual road map for those who want to make
the transition from conventional religion toward a richer and
more satisfying direct relationship with the source without
rules dogmas or doctrines throughout the book dispenza offers
wise compassionate guidance speaking as one seeker to another
he has made this journey himself gleaning spiritual truth from
across traditions and practices

God on Your Own

2010-12-08

have you ever wondered if there might be something more to
life when siobhan curham decided to write a book about
happiness there was only one small problem which became a
massive problem as soon as she sat down to write she wasn t
truly happy not wanting to be a fraud siobhan set out to discover
the secret to true and lasting happiness her quest took her on an
unexpected path deep into the heart of the world s spiritual
traditions something more is a funny and moving account of
siobhan s journey as she found religion and promptly lost it
again then went on to develop her own spiritual pick and mix
of practises from buddhist chanting irish yoga jewish philosophy



and reiki healing to connecting with her inner goddess and
finding her shamanic spirit animal who it turns out was a large
black talking horse full of brutally honest anecdotes and age old
wisdom something more is for anyone who has ever thought
about exploring their spiritual side and those who might feel
disillusioned by organised religion but still crave that elusive
something more after all who wouldn t want to find inner
peace and everlasting happiness

Something More

2019-02-28

this is the book to put into the hands of seekers with disarming
candor and no churchspeak white explores the basics of the
christian faith

A Spiritual Tour of the World in Search of
the Line of Life's Evolution

1896

meditation has been used for centuries to expand awareness and
gain spiritual insight by tapping into the universal consciousness
learn how to find happiness and find meaning in your life and
understand who you really are you don t have to be a guru to
experience a spiritual awakening this is a practical guide to help



you unlock your potential discover how magical life is and open
your eyes to a reality that will change the way you think and
feel forever

A Search for the Spiritual

1998-10-01

from grammy winning musical icon and legendary bassist victor
l wooten comes an inspiring parable of music life and the
difference between playing all the right notes and feeling them
the music lesson is the story of a struggling young musician
who wanted music to be his life and who wanted his life to be
great then from nowhere it seemed a teacher arrived part
musical genius part philosopher part eccentric wise man the
teacher would guide the young musician on a spiritual journey
and teach him that the gifts we get from music mirror those
from life and every movement phrase and chord has its own
meaning all you have to do is find the song inside the best book
on music and its connection to the mystic laws of life that i ve
ever read i learned so much on every level multiple grammy
award winning saxophonist michael brecker

The Search for I Am...

2019-05-10



the author of being one presents a persuasive argument for
stopping the perennial search for enlightenment in this unique
guide to finding inner peace new age journal steve harrison
spent decades seeking out every mystic seer and magician he
could find throughout the world he studied the worlds
philosophies and religions and dedicated himself to various forms
of austerity isolation and meditation before coming to a truly
profound conclusion it was all useless in doing nothing steve
encourages spiritual seekers to find the truths of life through the
simple act of stopping the search as he puts it nothing is a
surprisingly active place but it is here that we discover who and
what we are

The Music Lesson

2008-04-01

an unforgettable novel of a daring youth and his struggle for
spiritual enlightenment the story spins around a man s struggle
and inner conflict between his love and his quest for wisdom in
the novel dev a young man leaves his family and profession
being faced by a bitter identity crisis restless and agitated he
moves on toward an unknown future along the way his destiny
brings him close to the royal family in a himalayan state he
meets the princess and she falls in love with him dev s inner
turmoil worsens as he becomes torn between his love and his
quest his life takes a queer turn as he meets the sage ramanam



and his struggle and thrilling inner journey in the quest for
true meaning of life begins finally love and wisdom meets each
other to enrich his experience and his life becomes a saga of
glorious fulfillment lush evocative and deeply humane the story
of dev is an eternal testament to the transformative power of
love and the importance of listening to the call of the heart
dazzling in its powerful simplicity and inspiring wisdom the
search takes readers to the roots of human behavior to love and
pathos innocence and prudence kindness and piety despondency
and triumph

Doing Nothing

2008-01-24

if when a patient enters therapy there is an underlying
yearning to discover a deeper sense of meaning or purpose how
might a therapist rise to such a challenge as both carl jung and
wilfred bion observed the patient may be seeking something
that has a spiritual as well as psychotherapeutic dimension
presented in two parts the search for meaning in psychotherapy
is a profound inquiry into the contemplative mystical and
apophatic dimensions of psychoanalysis what are some of the
qualities that may inspire processes of growth healing and
transformation in a patient part one the listening cure
psychotherapy as spiritual practice considers the confluence
between psychotherapy spirituality mysticism meditation and



contemplation the book explores qualities such as presence
awareness attention mindfulness calm abiding reverie patience
compassion insight and wisdom as well as showing how they
may be enhanced by meditative and spiritual practice part two a
ray of divine darkness psychotherapy and the apophatic way
explores the relevance of apophatic mysticism to psychoanalysis
particularly showing its inspiration through the work of wilfred
bion paradoxically using language to unsay itself the apophatic
points towards absolute reality as ineffable and unnameable so
too bion observed psychoanalysis requires the ability to dwell in
mystery awaiting intimations of ultimate truth o which cannot
be known only realised pickering reflects on the works of key
apophatic mystics including dionysius meister eckhart and st
john of the cross buddhist teachings on meditation Śūnyatā and
dzogchen and lévinas ethics of alterity the search for meaning in
psychotherapy will be of great interest to both trainees and
accomplished practitioners in psychoanalysis analytical
psychology psychotherapy and counselling as well as scholars of
religious studies those in religious orders spiritual directors
priests and meditation teachers

The Search

2013-02-12

for some of us there is a built in born with affliction to seek and
find the answers to our existence it is not by choice it is a



gnawing a knowing a sacred sickness it is a feeling so deep that
it vibrates in the cells and boils in the blood it is an intensity so
unrelenting in its drive so constant determined unwavering
and focused that even sleep is not safe from its scrutiny and
when it is hidden it is simply waiting for the next attack upon
its prey of falsehood the story begins with christopher staring at
a shotgun considering ending his life at 18 he has a born again
experience and becomes a missionary in haiti after escaping a
christian cult he leaves christianity and travels through the
landscape of spirituality for 25 years enchanted by the song
stairway to heaven he follows the inner muse into a mysterious
realm that transforms his life he chronicles a powerful human
metamorphosis kundalini over five weeks and details how the
body purges itself of psycho emotional complexes and unleashes
its spiraling power inside this is a rare peak into the kundalini
experience this experience changes his name to zzenn leading
him to discover his lost chord a style of music he calls zzennsong
this is a tale of riveting intensity and synchronicity sprinkled
with keys of insight through the life of a modern seeker and
mystic it is a harrowing narrative for any story lover spiritual
seeker musical artist or survivor of childhood trauma

The Search for Meaning in Psychotherapy

2019-03-26

this is a book about the utterly obvious it s about the spiritual



search and the frustrations surrounding it it s about those
ultimate goals we set ourselves enlightenment awakening
liberation and how those goals can never actually be reached
because and here s the great discovery the person who seeks
them has no more reality than a presently arising belief that is
to say you are just a thought happening now a sequel to the
bestselling life without a centre awakening from the dream of
separation this book is packed with clear and vibrant expressions
of nonduality time and time again the text gently points back to
the futility of both the spiritual search and the search to end the
search another game the mind loves to play with great humour
compassion and clarity the book will draw you into a direct
confrontation with your own absence an absence which
paradoxically is also a perfect presence this may be the last book
a spiritual seeker will ever need

unSpiritual: A Spiritual Journey

2023-06-24

what is life when seeking ends just what is nothing more or less
an ordinary person doing ordinary things not wishing to be
more or less content to simply be herself dorothy hunt only this
do you ever feel as if your spiritual search is getting you
nowhere that despite sincere intention and effort you re reaping
frustration instead of fruit in ending the search dorothy hunt
unravels a dilemma that has vexed countless people on a



spiritual path you may have tried all manner of practices
meditation guru shopping chanting prayer and still you have
not attained your heart s desire she writes this book is about the
ego s spiritual ambition its search for its idea of enlightenment
its struggles and its eventual fate as seeker becomes the sought
ending the search explores the deep spiritual impulse to awaken
and the ways a future focused mind co opts or veils what is
timelessly free loving and ever present dorothy invites us to
follow our longing for truth love or enlightenment back to their
source the heart that is beckoning us beyond separation while
describing and honoring different practices and paths taken in
one s search for truth she emphasizes the practice of self inquiry
as taught by ramana maharshi we are invited to search not for
an idea of something out there but for the true identity of the
seeker the unnamable mystery that is compassionately aware
existing right now in each of us the book also looks at the
processes of embodiment and surrender the need for ruthless
honesty without self judgment and in its concluding section
shares a vision of life lived authentically the spiritual search is a
call to remember who or what you essentially are explains
dorothy hunt what ends the search is actually present from the
very beginning beckoning you to come home in truth you are
what you seek yet you must make the discovery for yourself
this is your invitation with ending the search highlights the
nature of spiritual ambition when practice becomes problematic
how the thinking mind separates us from the moment silence



and stillness our greatest teachers ego and the trance of
separation the human heart as a doorway to the infinite the
freedom of presence the price of realization gurus spiritual
teachers and charlatans undoing core egoic beliefs resting the
mind in the heart of awareness

Vision

2000

being on a spiritual journey can be confusing and
overwhelming in a friendly and engaging way the authors
offer a clear explanation of important guiding principles and
exercises that help put the reader on her path to inner peace
claudia a 40ish mother of two is complaining of feeling tired and
often angry for no apparent reason with the direction of her
yoga teacher claudia finds herself talking to a spiritual
psychotherapist during her sessions claudia is given guidance
and suggestions that offer her a new way of looking at her
world together kathryn the therapist and claudia discuss the
difference between fear and faith what it means to be a victim
core values non judgment understanding her shadow accepting
what is synchronicity life s purpose letting go forgiveness
compassion and gratitude and more each chapter ends with
exercises that will engage you in a more thoughtful and
practical experience of the topic being discussed women mental
health professionals coaches spiritual directors and companions



will find this book helpful for integrating spirituality into their
personal and professional practices

Beyond Awakening

2007-06

most of us are lost in the material world and only turn to
spirituality when suffering comes our way we don t realize that
a spiritual life can liberate us from all misery and suffering some
people do take the road less traveled the spiritual path and go on
a quest to realize the truth but is it even possible to live a
spiritual life in this material world surrounded by worldly
pleasures of course it is spirituality is not really about
renunciation but realization this book shows the way to that
inner voyage of eternal happiness

Ending the Search

2018-03-01

a profound spiritual exploration into the life and work of the
beloved poet kahlil gibran a much needed guide for our times
reza aslan author of zealot the life and times of jesus of nazareth
in search of a prophet is a fascinating journey through the
spiritual life of kahlil gibran the great lebanese american poet
and author of the prophet a book originally published in 1923



that has sold over 10 million copies and been translated into
dozens of languages capturing our imaginations and enriching
our spirits paul gordon chandler explores this beloved writer
and artist a celebrated mystic who sought to build bridges and
tear down walls and who remains a cultural icon among all
people of goodwill this is not a traditional biography but a
compelling spiritual journey through gibran s writings art and
the places he lived from gibran s birthplace village high in the
snowy mountains of lebanon chandler leads us through his
immigration to boston art training in paris and career in new
york and to the far reaching places of influence his writings and
art have traveled alerting readers to gibran s continuing
relevance for today this paperback edition commemorating the
100th anniversary of the publication of the prophet includes a
foreword by bishop michael b curry presiding bishop of the
episcopal church as well as a new preface by the author

A Woman's Search for Inner Peace - 16
Simple Spiritual Practices for Everyday
Life

2011-02-08

the spiritual journey of a very ordinary man the search for my
spiritual essence is author jim russ s conversation with other
everyday people who aren t experts in religion or spirituality



but who strive to better understand the existence of god the soul
free will and the mind is there proof of any of these things or
must we take that leap of faith and embark on a journey guided
by experts jim leads readers on a spiritual journey of exploration
into the world s religions philosophies and science to gain
perspective on and ultimately personal comfort with real
answers

HOW TO LIVE A SPIRITUAL LIFE IN
A MATERIAL WORLD?

2021-11-01

excerpt from a spiritual tour of the world in search of the line of
life s evolution this book comes into the world in a manner
somewhat resembling that of all children it felt attracted and
here it is anxious to be recognized and welcomed by all whose
sympathies it can excite about the publisher forgotten books
publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find
more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an
important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art
technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a
blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do
however repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully



any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve
the state of such historical works

In Search of a Prophet

2023-04-15

this is a book about spiritual development your spiritual
development actually it is about empowering you so that you
can take charge of your own spiritual development so as to have
a meaningful and deeply rewarding spiritual life you don t need
to join any organisation or even leave your own home in order
to achieve your full spiritual destiny surprising as it might seem
this unique book sets out how you can achieve self realisation
enlightenment in as little as one to two years this is something
that normally takes many decades or whole lifetimes to achieve
using traditional methods how is it done by learning a simple
easily mastered method of contacting and mentally talking with
in a two way mode any high level spiritual being you want to
it s called channelling but there is no spirit taking over your
body or funny stuff like that so you get spiritual guidance
tailored to your own individual needs from whomever you like
as often as you like on a 24 7 basis and entirely at no cost to you
you can see why it is called the direct path to self realisation and
beyond what does the direct path require of you just a strong
desire to achieve your full spiritual potential as a human being
the book is written in a warm personal style so it is accessible to



everyone and usable by anyone the way forward is all laid out
for you the only question is are you up for the challenge

Soul search

2003

the search for a divinely guided life is a first person true account
of one individual s quest for the divine through time and
memory across many cultures and traditions through dark
nights gentle graces and unimaginable miracles and wonders
ultimately leading to the discovery of the one path within the
many and the heart of divine wisdom and guidance itself

The Spiritual Journey of a Very Ordinary
Man

2021-01-09

kim chernin s mother was a leftist firebrand an american
marxist at mid century when it was dangerous to be one her
father a quiet man was no less radical why then decades later
does their daughter a liberal california psychoanalyst and writer
find herself drawn toward a spirituality that would have
shocked her parents through three personal stories chernin
tackles the questions that pull at all of us how to make sense in a
world whose order isn t always apparent and how to find



balance between the mind and the spirit kim chernin writes
with immediacy and intimacy city life london

A Spiritual Tour of the World, in Search of
the Line of Life's Evolution (Classic
Reprint)

2017-07-17

the riddle in the mirror is a personal account of a healing
journey through experiencing the conflicting apartheid era in
south africa during the authors childhood the difficulties she
experienced challenged a deeper insight into spiritual awareness
that supported her path in search for healing this story is
everyones story as we all experience difficulties that challenge
us to evolve the riddle in the mirror is an essential map on our
healing journey it shifts our focus from struggling with
repetitive behaviour patterns that keep wounds alive in us and
our children towards psychological and spiritual growth instead
it connects the processes of healing to archetypal principles that
illustrate how our personal healing contributes to the healing of
humanity we identify our life challenges as healing
opportunities by looking at life as a mirror that reflects a
spiritual truth recognizable beneath our socially conditioned
secular interpretations and assumptions of experiences we
recognize how our personal story relates to our cultural and



ancestral stories as a metaphor for collective healing of the whole
world through our personal participation by waking up to our
own spiritual consciousness

The Direct Path to Self-Realisation and
Beyond

2011-04-05

over one hundred years ago in russia g i gurdjieff introduced a
spiritual teaching of conscious evolution a way of gnosis or
knowledge of being passed on from remote antiquity gurdjieff s
early talks in europe were published in the form of
chronological fragments preserved by his close followers p d
ouspensky and jeanne de salzmann now these teachings are
presented as a comprehensive whole covering a variety of
subjects including states of consciousness methods of self study
spiritual work in groups laws of the cosmos and the universal
symbol known as the enneagram gurdjieff respected traditional
religious practices which he regarded as falling into three
general categories or ways the way of the fakir related to
mastery of the physical body the way of the monk based on
faith and feeling and the way of the yogi which focuses on
development of the mind he presented his teaching as a fourth
way that integrates these three aspects into a single path of self
knowledge the principles are laid out as a way of knowing and



experiencing an awakened level of being that must be verified
for oneself

The Search for a Divinely Guided Life

2014-10-25

an acclaimed expert in christian mysticism travels to
monasteries high in the troodos mountains of cyprus and offers a
fascinating look at the greek orthodox approach to spirituality
that will appeal to modern seekers in an engaging combination
of dialogues reflections conversations history and travel
information kyriacos c markides continues the exploration of a
spiritual tradition and practice he began in riding with the lion
his earlier book took readers to the isolated peninsula of mount
athos in northern greece and into a group of ancient monasteries
there in what might be called a christian tibet two thousand
monks and hermits practice the spiritual arts to attain oneness
with god in his new book markides follows father maximos one
of mount athos s monks to the troubled island of cyprus as father
maximos establishes churches convents and monasteries in this
deeply divided land markides is awakened anew to the
magnificent spirituality of the greek orthodox church images of
the land and the people of cyprus and details of its tragic history
enrich the mountain of silence like the writings of the great
mystics the book brilliantly evokes the confluence of an inner
and outer journey the depth and richness of its spiritual message



echo the thoughts and writings of saint francis of assisi and other
great saints of the western church as well the result is a
remarkable work a moving profoundly human examination of
the role and the power of spirituality in a complex and
confusing world

In My Father's Garden

2012-12-10

have you ever wondered about the meaning of life have you
questioned where you came from why your life has unfolded as
it has and what will happen after you die these questions began
to interest me as a teenager after immigrating to tasmania from
communist czechoslovakia with my family join me on my
journey from czechoslovakia to australia into a new life of
extraordinary self discovery read about my turbulent first
saturn return following my father s unexpected passing and
how i became involved in an attempted murder case that
completely turned my life around accompany me in learning
about god our spiritual origins the creation of souls life blueprints
and other realms learn about spiritual laws such as karma and
forgiveness discover how the cause of most illness starts at non
physical levels and learn about alternative methods of healing
explore ways to reconnect with your own spiritual guidance to
help you navigate your soul s journey whether you are just
beginning or have progressed far on your soul s journey this



book has stories and resources to help you navigate the way
forward

The Riddle in the Mirror

2012-10-25

this book is a thought provoking analysis for all of the spiritual
seekers looking for answers it s for those who are open to all the
possibilities of what could be it s about the mysteries and
wonders of why we are here the author s studies and research
into spirituality and religion have led him to find common
ground between them the premise of this book is based on his
interpretation and understanding of the three main aspects of
spirituality the body the soul and the link which connects them
part one the body explains the basic understanding of how the
physical body works in conjunction with thoughts emotions and
the decision making process he believes the first steps to a
healthy and balanced lifestyle is to listen to your intuition stop
and take a breath before reacting and understanding the life
force and how it can be utilized in your daily life part two the
soul how understanding the different aspect of your soul which
includes your inner self is the foundation for your spiritual path
this will develop a spiritual awareness which in turn will give
you the tools and opportunities to make decisions in your life
with purpose part three the link by understanding and utilizing
the many ways your body and soul communicate is the core to



spiritual growth listening to your intuition being self aware
living in the present moment and making conscious choices
with loving intent is the path to health and balance throughout
these chapters the author provides simple techniques and
exercises that can be used in your daily life to help you connect
and keep you on your spiritual quest the author will be
donating 50 of his royalties to various charities that are in need

In Search of Being

2021-07-20

is there life after death does god exist how do you explain
miracles in a career spanning fifty years and thousands of stories
legendary australian journalist mike willesee dared to pose the
big questions as part of his ongoing quest for meaning born into
the catholic faith with early ambitions to be a priest he tried to
escape his spiritual destiny by pursuing a path as an
investigative journalist but fate kept catching up as a sceptic s
search for meaning reveals he had a premonition his plane was
going to crash moments before it did he found himself the
neighbour of one of australia s most passionate investigators of
mystical phenomena who convinced mike to join him on his
quest among many such adventures mike flew to bolivia to
interview katya rivas dubbed god s secretary he watched as the
barely literate woman who claimed never to have read the
bible wrote page after page of perfect theology in multiple



languages he also sat by her bed as blood started to ooze from her
brow her hands and her feet the telltale signs of stigmata
written in his final year as mike fought a losing battle with
cancer a sceptic s search for meaning is a moving and intriguing
tale of one man s attempt to make sense of the profound
mysteries of faith

The Mountain of Silence

2002-03-12

in this meditative spiritual memoir judith valente celebrated pbs
religion journalist and celebrated poet invites readers along on
her transformative pilgrimages to mount st scholastica
monastery in atchison kansas the benedictine sisters who invited
valente presented her with a view of monastic life and wisdom
that brought spiritual healing to her fast paced life and promises
to do the same for her readers the first time judith valente
arrived at mount st scholastica monastery she came prepared to
teach a course on poetry and the soul instead she found herself
the student taking lessons from the benedictine sisters in the
healing nature of silence how to cultivate habits of mindful
living and the freeing reality that conversion is a lifelong
process with the heart of a poet and the eye of a journalist she
tells how her many visits and interviews with the benedictine
sisters forced her to confront aspects of her own life that needed
healing a journey that will invite readers to healing of their



own a beautiful and heartfelt work that crosses the cloister walk
with tuesdays with morrie atchison blue will resonate with
readers of thomas merton henri nouwen mary gordon and anne
lamott

The Spiritual Path

2022-04-25

this book is a beautiful expression of oneness and the end of the
spiritual search

In Search of the Body & Soul Connection

2020-03-22

medicine in search of meaning is a wonderful self reflective
book that will help physicians rekindle their passion for
medicine and the patients they serve during these times of
tumultuous change in the delivery of health care bill has
brought the business of

A Sceptic's Search for Meaning

2019

this book addresses the future of new thought metaphysics and



spirituality as a way of life and as an organized group how will
new thought survive will metaphysics continue to be a
mainstream path to spiritual living health and enlightenment
this book focuses on the issues around new thought mental
science divine science religious science along with unity
stoicism and transcendentalist thought will it grow or die will it
continue to be the most important facets of organized religion
and spiritual groups will the social justice destroy all churches all
of these issue are address in a spiritual and loving way the
author goes to great lengths to show that new thought
metaphysics is fundamentally focused on sustainability
wholeness health and productivity of the individual and family
in an esoteric way and all other external issues are secondary to
the wholeness and health of an individual and family and group
this book contains the secrets to having a full and rich life of love
health happiness and peace of mind which are the
underpinnings of the success of spiritual teachings over the last
few hundred years

Atchison Blue

2013-09-09

my name is betty steinhauer i have no address i own very little
besides what i carry with me as i roam the streets just stuff
bundled in 9 10 suitcases parked with friends across the world
for me being homeless is part of a bigger plan after being hit by



a car several years ago not long after retiring i had an epiphany i
realised that i had been on my own spiritual journey since my
first visit to india in 1990 since then i have travelled to 155
countries sometimes as a tourist sometimes on business
sometimes for my charity i have made friends all over the
world but i still had unanswered questions so i decided to sell
everything pack up my life and travel the world with a
difference this time i would journey not as a tourist but as a
traveller wanting to learn from every wise person who crossed
my path and every challenging situation i found myself in i
would document my learning from the people i interviewed
across the world and so was born my new book in search of
spiritual intelligence

Love's Quiet Revolution

2008-06-16

Landmarks

2013

Medicine in Search of Meaning

2017-04-04



New Thought & The Search for Meaning
in Spiritual Living

2021-01-17

Whispers from the Other Shore

1984

In Search of Spiritual Intelligence

2020-03-15
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